
At Tan Yuan Ming’s Mountain Hut, near Frontier with DPRK 

 

1. Snow clouds mass over peaks; blossom-viewing Shi  

2. Club’s in peril. Tan and I sip snow-water at cliff’s  

3. edge, reciting Pound trans. of shi from the Tang. Trees   

4. burst blossoms like on scrolls. Spring freshets mass on  

5. perilous cliffs. Scrolls and blue clubs of Tang stuff 

6. are buried in scree of wild hills. But blue glacier’s long 

7. gone. The Emperor is full of shi*, stet. DPRK firestorms 

8. mass dark clouds over hills; old growth’s burned, pale-dark 

9. lit scree [check] blue or black. Red Bards tweet cash bar,  

10. Rm. 271 for toast of fresh Anthology of Flarf Club (Edge),  

11. Ed. by upstart Chancellors. Will lead-edge kids have new 

12. burn among死山 garde? Yan’an Academic Rectification  

13. Movement’s in full swing; Post Guard’s lit up, commands   

14. united front with panicked rear-garde of pale Prizes + Lit-  

15. Cult ISA stuff. No question rectification long in order. But 

16. arrears, now, it’s race to panic-line, with Trials and stuff.  

17. Some people are toast, as in black ash, like kids in DPRK. 

18. Prize-vines of Academy 死山 flower-hang hundred orders  

19. long from cages; Chancellors take a drive, eye essays for ISAs 

20. on fake “hoaxes,” inspect true flowers or birds in Po park.  

21. At cash bar (said Tan), they do shots with blossoms & snow- 

22. water, also rare birds of 18th century, when panic of hoaxes 

23. crashed Augustans, no doubt in partial cult riposte to new  

24. versions of English copyright laws, the Ashbery Edict, for  

25. one, not to mention German Romanticism, which probably  

26. doesn’t even happen without MacPherson and Chatterton.  

27. Bunk: Race and the Racist Hoax of El Ingenioso Hidalgo  

28. Don Quijote de la Mancha, by Cide Hamete Benengeli,  

29. published by Mongrel Co. and Harriet Ed., finalist for 

30. NBA, NBCCA, and NKVD awards, argues more or less  

31. 70% of novels and published poetry in UK and America  

32. over last few colors of 18th cent. were anonymous, pale, 

33. or pseudonymous, and in first three colors of 19th a good  

34. 50%, like mongrel blue. Also, many Prize-winners after   

35. all colors. 50 to 70% of readers were hot; also, Benengeli   

36. texts, colors went 60% for this: Pleasures of apocryphal  

37. lyricals and fictionals were not just texts, but more or less 

38. hot mongrels, aspects of reading cult way more chill spec. 

39. on attributional indeterminacies than cult uptight bird dune 

40. now. Young peeps were fine and cool specked on who the  

41. trans kids be--what trace, or clue to birds might be hard 

42. though cool-relaxed. That’s really interesting, I said. River 

43. flows dark in snowy sun. Also, said Tao, lighting Gauloises,  



44. Blue glacier’s not actually gone. It’s stored in vast basement  

45. of Poetry Foundation, tended by upstart Chancellors, where it 

46. silently circulates superfluid helium around LHC's accelerator,  

47. ring keeping bunk at minus 271 degrees Celsius. Wow, I said. 

48. Red and green superfluid birds flash over river, eating blue-  

49. winged olives, flash shade-gleam on water. When Pound  

50. writes that “He bites through the flower pistil and brings up  

51. a fine fountain,” what did he accelerator, sort of? It ideology   

52. both sexed and sort of creep-LHC, stet. UFOs appear, disappear    

53. on fighter-jet cams. Kids in Congo wave stump arms, thank 

54. you, avant poets. Bridge-head glitters against creep, like, pistil  

55. sort of occluded sun-head. Headgear’s hung on branches of   

56. pine in small wood. Horses neigh, while troops do sun-sex  

57. contest on really old laptops, purposely burning own lips  

58. and limbs, with white-hot boughs of head-pine. Studies show  

59. illegal mimeos of Langpo shi circulating in Chinese were 

60. giant impetus for Tiananmen. Affirming it, as ancient sun- 

61. sex trumps do it, same old shi*. Paradoxical, everyone   

62. both pines for Trials and is really cored to death of Trials. 

63. Everyone’s cored, I guess, so all’s OK. Sorry for clichéd   

64. closure, but you know you know in bones U.S. Po’s totally  

65. trump trans with giant invisible Author at core.  


